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Sherry Freake

From: Sherry Freake [sfreake@cehcib.nf.ca]

Sent: Tuesday, December 05,2006 10:43 AM

To: Heather Predham

Subject: FW: ER PR follow up questions

HI Heather.
Sorry to be a nag but do you have any more info on this stuff. One of our pathologists is also asking some of
these questions as she has been talking to a pathologist al Eastern about claims and liability issues.
Thanks
Sherry

Sherry Freake
Regional Risk Manager
Central Health
125 TCH
James Paton Memorial Regional Health Centre
Gander, NL
A1V 1P7
(P) 709-256-5926
(F) 709-256-7800
sfreake@cehcib.nf.ca

All information in this communication, including attachments, is strictly confidential and intended safely
for defivery to and authorized use by the addressee(s) identified above, and may contain privileged,
confidential, and/or proprietary information entitled to protection and/or exemption from disclosure under
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, please take notice that any disclosure, copying,
distribution, and/or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance upon it, is unauthorized and may
be unfawful. If you have received this communication in error, pfease notify the sender immediately and
delete the message and any attachments from your system.

-----Original Message-----
From: Sherry Freake [mailto:sfreake@cehcib.nf.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, November 21,20062:19 PM
To: 'hcc.parn@hccsj.nf.ca'; Heather Predham
Subject: ER PR follow up questions

Hi ladies,
The saga goes on for this one. I have a few questions that I thought you might be able to help me with. What if
anything is happening With respect to the patients who are now deceased? What about the patients who were
positive and are now negative- were any of them from Central and who would be contacting them, and what about
the ones who were paneled but were not on the list you gave me Nancy to contact the physiCIans regarding?
These are the ones we sent in information from their records for the panel but did not receive any specific
responses re the decisions-some were in Nancy's list but not all of them.

I have made contact with most of the ones on the list and those from the gander area that required treatment
were all notified by their doctor. as were most of the ones not requiring any change but there are a few I have not
been able to confirm yet-still waIting for physicians to reply. I just left a message for Cheryl Peckford--Cilent
Relations Coordinator- as she was doing some for the GF-W area and she IS out of the office until Friday so I'll let
you know where she IS With It when I hear from her.
Thanks ladies
Sherry
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